A world of words 13 to 18

A world of words 7 to 12

LEARN...
Sample pages
from English 6
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L7. Where we live

L8. Don’t miss it!

L9. Let’s connect

L13. What are we eating?

L14. Taking part

L15. Out of the ordinary

climate
nation
international
cities
countryside
landscape
abroad
Britain
region
area
geography
foreign

performance
competition
celebration
tournament
wedding
engagement
funeral
interview
barbecue
exhibition
ceremony
audition

because
finally
however
besides
meanwhile
whenever
moreover
therefore
although
nevertheless
alternatively
consequently

chocolate
vitamins
carbohydrate
organic
ingredients
vegetarian
cereal
seasoning
biscuit
restaurant
calories
portion

effort
activity
healthy
physical
exercise
weight
athlete
practice
qualify
strength
achievement
muscle

secret
atmosphere
invisible
extraordinary
disappear
evidence
supernatural
mysterious
coincidence
skeleton
disguise
suspicious

L10. How we live our lives

L11. A good read

L12. Let’s do an experiment

L16. The written word

L17. Things we do

L18. The spoken word

believe
religion
faith
reality
attitude
racism
prayer
tolerance
marriage
relationships
consumer
pressure

novel
fiction
fantasy
author
science fiction
diary
comics
publisher
reference
narrator
autobiography
genre

measure
boil
freeze
method
liquid
solution
dissolve
chemical
oxygen
temperature
microscope
research

information
magazine
communication
description
certificate
alphabet
advertisement
literature
language
dictionary
campaign
guarantee

behave
realise
discover
concentrate
imagine
recognise
recommend
interfere
receive
guess
persuade
criticise

debate
speech
discussion
disagreement
argument
voice
decision
accent
quotation
laughter
dialogue
pronunciation
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Rules, patterns and important words 37 to 42

LEARN...
Sample pages
from English 6
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Rules, patterns and important words 43 to 48

L37. Word families

L38. Word families

L39. Word families

L43. Slippery spellings

L44. Slippery spellings

L45. Slippery spellings

accommodate
accommodation
accompany
accompaniment
according
accordingly
attach
attachment
attachable
aggression
aggressive
aggressively

exaggerate
exaggeration
explain
explanation
explanatory
amateur
amateurish
deter
determined
determination
controversy
controversial

recommend
recommendation
unrecognised
recognise
recognition
re-apply
re-occupation
occupy
occupation
persuade
persuasion
persuasive

sacrifice
sacred
stomach
sincere
sincerely
insincere
sincerity
insincerity
especially
physical
physically
language

forty
muscle
equip
equipped
equipment
soldier
awkward
bargain
variety
privilege
underprivileged
programme

community
competition
shoulder
necessary
necessity
unnecessary
opportunity
precautionary
interfere
interference
interrupt
interruption

L40. Word families

L41. Slippery spellings

L42. Slippery spellings

L46. Contractions

L47. Homophones

L48. Homophones

correspond
correspondence
embarrass
embarrassment
individual
individuality
suggest
suggestion
family
familiar
familiarity
unfamiliarity

definite
desperate
difference
secretary
generally
interest
library
literature
marvellous
memorable
prosperous
business

average
factory
February
flattery
category
conference
deafening
prioritise
dictionary
environment
restaurant
vegetable

aren’t
couldn’t
hadn’t
haven’t
shan’t
she’ll
they’ll
they’re
weren’t
who’s
won’t
wouldn’t

advice
advise
device
devise
practice
practise
prophecy
prophesy
draft
draught
profit
prophet

compliment
complement
desert
dessert
principal
principle
stationary
stationery
precede
proceed
dissent
descent
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Practising Language 3a

PRACTISE...
Sample pages
from English 6

Become a proof-reader!
Proof-read your own work by
reading it through carefully and
correcting any mistakes before
you give it to anyone else to read.

Practising Language 3b and 3c

P3a


P3b

Check the spelling in this passage, underline any
misspelt words and write out the corrections:



Now make sure the grammar is correct. Cross out any wrong
words and write the correct form in neatly:
The police asked I and my mother if we had witnessed the

Swimming and why I lik
e it

Look out fo
r singular
and plural
forms, verb
s
being used
correctly
and no dou
ble
negatives.

accident. We said that we was sitting in a café having a drinks when it

I’ve always enjoyed wa
ter sports generaly
but swimming is my fav
ourate. As well as
being a nesessary life-sa
ving skill, swimming
is a grate source of rel
axation and plesure
for peeple of all ages.
Swimming was populer
in ancient Greece and
Rome and swimming
competions developpe
d in the nineteenth
centurie. Races were inc
ludid in the first of
the modern Olympic Ga
mes in 1896 and water
sports are now practised
all over the wurld.

happened. We didn’t see nothing but we heard the brakes screech and
looked round. A car had hitted a tree.
Several person run to see if the driver was injured, but he wasn’t only
shocked. He said she had swerved to miss a dog.
The policeman says that dogs should be kept on a lead in built-up areas.
I felt sorry for the driver as their car was bad damaged.

P3c



In this passage, some of the punctuation and capital letters may be missing.
Insert the punctuation and underline where there ought to be capital letters:
“ What s the attraction of scuba diving? asked Simon,
looking at photos of his uncle s holiday in Egypt.

In these sentences, one word has been mixed up with another word which
is similar in meaning or spelling. Underline the wrong word and write the correct
word in the box.


The population of Britain is appropriately
sixty million people.



A panda is the syllable for the World Wide
Fund for Nature.



However our playground is not very big, it has
some very good equipment.



When following a recipe, make sure you have
all the materials.



The discovery of the smartphone has made
a difference to communications.



The cup final was watched by millions of
TV spectators.

“ well ” replied his uncle. There s another whole
world under the water you can see fascinating creatures
and strange rock formations. Sometimes you can even
explore wrecks of ships hundreds of years old.”
“ Do you find gold and treasure ”
“ no, but there are sometimes objects that show us
how people lived in ancient times.

© PSHB Co Ltd 2014
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Practising Language 14a and 14b

PRACTISE...
Sample pages
from English 6

A good su
mmary
includes
“People often ask me the secret
all the
importan
t points
of telling great tales and the main
but not a
ll
the detail
s!
secret is that there are no rules. Of

Summaries
Keep to the point!

P14a


Here is a famous writer giving
some advice to children on how
they too can write great stories.
Underline the main points.
Then express these as short
bullet points:

you and collecting your impressions and
feelings. Note down any interesting incidents
or funny things people say and then start
making up stories to go with them. You may

talk to people. Then go somewhere quiet so



you won’t be disturbed, and can write without



interruptions. Show it to somebody you trust



to get their opinion. So, what are you waiting
for? Get started! Enjoy creating your own
world and others will enjoy reading about it.”
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I’ve found out about wheelie bins for you:

story is believable – use books, the internet or



48

Dear Mrs Lane,

about so start looking at the world around



Read this
fact sheet
on wheelie
bins.

Your elderly neighbour, Mrs Lane, is worried about getting a wheelie bin
as she is not sure she will be strong enough to be able to move it herself.
Read all the information and then write her a very short note with the
main points of what she needs to know. Aim for 20 to 30 words.

need to do some research to make sure your



P14b



course you have to have something to write





Practising Language 14b and 14c

OUR

WHEELIE
BIN
SERVICE

Different sizes:
240 litres is the standard
family size that the council
will be giving to everyone.
Larger and smaller bins are
available. These are: small –
120 litres volume, large –
360 litres volume.
You can request that your
wheelie bin is changed to
a different size bin. Wheelie
bins will only be emptied
if they are left within reach
of the pavement, but not
on the pavement itself as

this could cause problems
for pedestrians.
Elderly residents who
are concerned about how
they can move their wheelie
bin around can ask for an
assisted collection.
This means that collection
staff will collect your bin
from wherever it is located
and return it to the same
spot after emptying it.
For any of these services,

call 020 8990 1280

P14c


Sometimes you have to be really brief and to
the point, e.g. in newspaper advertisements,
where you pay by the word. Harvey wanted to
put this advertisement in his local paper, but
it’s 129 words – much too expensive! After
rewriting it, he got the number of words down
to fewer than 30. Now précis the advertisement
to do the same.

DO YOU NEED
SOMEBODY TO WALK
YOUR DOG?
I am a very reliable 10-year-old boy
and I am available in the summer
holidays to take your dog for a
walk if you don’t have time or are
not well enough to take him/her
yourself. I am available from 10 am
to 5 pm and can go to the park or
the playing fields for an hour. I love
dogs and get on well with them
and my charges are £4 per hour or
£7 for two hours (but that is the
maximum time). I will pick up the
dog from your home and deliver
him/her back and I am saving up
the money to buy a bike. Please
phone 020 8070 1290 and ask
to speak to Harvey.
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Practising Language 23b and 23c

Practising Language 23a

PRACTISE...
Sample pages
from English 6

Poetic language
Poems come in all shapes and
sizes, but they have one thing
in common: to express their
ideas in an intense, concentrated
way, poets make full use of
the sound of words as well
as their meanings.

Match the type of poetry with its definition or example:

has 14 lines and a special rhyme structure

ballad

aims to make you laugh

nonsense verse

shape represents an aspect of the subject

humorous verse

tells a story, usually in short regular verses

haiku

has five lines and is comic

concrete poetry

no fixed pattern of rhyme or rhythm

sonnet

short, has 3 lines, 17 syllables, and from Japan

© PSHB Co Ltd 2014
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All the answers to this word
puzzle are connected to poetic
language and imagery.


ideas
might
spellings
.
u
yo
lp
he

limerick



He was as surefooted as a cat is an
example of a...

m
e
t
a
p
h



The words you, true, blue, do are
often used in songs as they...



The strong-smelling scent of scarlet
snapdragons is an example of...



Sweetly dreaming in the evening makes a sleepy effect by using...



Hiss! Splat! Thud! Johnnie ran for his life makes vivid use of...



Here’s the train once again, don’t look back down the track has a strong beat and...



So the traveller came home, And never more did roam This is a rhyming...



Stanza is another word for...

o
r

Now write a similar clue for metaphor:

P23c

free verse





Over the land freckled with snow half-thawed
The speculating rooks at their nests cawed
And saw from elm-tops,
poem by
Learn the
prepare
nd
delicate as flowers of grass,
a
heart
loud to
a
to read it
What we below could not see,
. The
ce
en
di
an au
g
Winter pass.
for learnin

P23a


P23b

T H A W by Edward Thomas



meaningless, may have made-up words

Here are four ﬁrst lines. What kind of poem do you think it’ll be?


Mary Muddles liked splashing in puddles...



There was an old man from my village...



Let me tell you the story of two brave men...



When the blogster saw a gloofer...



Edward Thomas, who wrote the poem ‘Thaw’, died fighting in World War 1.
Guess the meaning of these from the context:


rooks are



cawed describes



half-thawed means that the snow



elm-tops are

What is the message of this poem? What is it saying about nature?
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Thinking and Writing Tasks 9 to 12

THINK...
Sample pages
from English 6

T9. Reading your school report






Choose somebody who is well-known:
a writer, sports personality, film star,
politician, etc. or a character in a book.
Imagine what they could have been like
when they were young and write their
school report.
Include a
few different
subjects and
comments
on behaviour.
You might
like to look
at your own
school report
for inspiration!

T10. Enclosing my CV
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T11. It’s in the news!

CV stands for Curriculum Vitae, which
is a document giving details of your
qualifications and skills and the different
jobs and occupations you have had.
You need to send a CV when applying for
a job, course of study or other position.
Choose somebody as the subject for
a CV. This can be somebody you know
or a historical character you know about.
You will need three sections:
 personal details: name, contact details,
date of birth, family situation, hobbies
and interests.
 qualifications and skills: education,
training, certificates, practical skills,
IT skills, languages, etc.
 experience: jobs, occupations and positions.
Remember, a CV has to be truthful, but
at the same time it must make the person
reading it interested and impressed.

Thinking and Writing Tasks 13 to 16

T13. At the time of writing...










Think of something that has happened
to you or someone you know recently
that could be of public or local interest.



Imagine you are a reporter and write
an article of 150 to 200 words which
will appear in a magazine, both on paper
and online.



Make a few planning notes about the
features of journalistic style, for example,
headlines, maintaining the reader’s
interest, including quotations of direct
speech from those involved, and so on.



Give it a headline that will make people
want to read on. Add a picture if you
have space.







This proverb means that if somebody
gives you something, you should not
examine it too closely
to find fault. It originates
in the fact that people
used to look at horses’
teeth to judge how
old they were.







Think of a situation
when it would be
appropriate to quote
this proverb.
Collect at least three proverbs
and illustrate them if you wish.
Explain the meanings and try
to find out their origins.

Techniques include: flashbacks, dreams,
diary entries with dates, story within a
story, characters getting older, etc.
Choose three books and analyse how
much time passes from beginning to end.
Then list all the different techniques the
authors use to show this.









Do you think it is more difficult to show
time passing in a film/TV programme –
or easier? Explain.

T14. Greeting cards

T12. Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth


Some novels take place over years,
while others can happen in a single day.
How do authors show their readers
how much time has passed?

T15. Stunning sequels

Have you ever wondered who writes all
the verses in the millions of greeting cards
that are sent every year for birthdays,
anniversaries, special days, etc.? Well, now
it’s your turn to try your skill!

A sequel is a book, film, play, etc. that
continues the story of an earlier one.
It can be a real challenge for an author to
write a sequel that is as good as the original.
You’ve been asked to suggest a sequel to
a book or film you have
enjoyed. Write a paragraph
summarising your ideas
with the main plot outline.
To get you thinking: did
Gollum somehow escape
Mount Doom with the
ring?! Did Peter Pan really
never grow up?!

T16. Curious questionnaires


Questionnaires are a way of finding out
what people do or think. They are often
multiple choice where the person answering
just has to tick a box. Here’s an example:
Are you on time for school?
Always

Choose an occasion,
for example, good
luck, wedding,
congratulations,
new baby,
moving house...

Usually

Not very often

Sometimes

Never

How do you get to school?
By car
By bicycle

Make up a short
humorous verse
to go inside the
card. Aim for at
least four lines
and some rhythm and rhyme.
You can also design the card if you like.



If you’re not very good at drawing,
remember you can always do a rough
sketch with labels to indicate your
bright idea!





By train

By bus

By walking

Write some questions with multiple choice
answers to find out people’s attitude to
music: how important it is to them, what
kinds of music they play or listen to, and
so on.
Then get some answers from people you
know and see what the results are.
Note: you have to be careful to be specific
in what you ask, as the question and
possible answers you propose will have a
big effect on the results of the questionnaire!
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